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ABSTRACT 

A Brownian motion treatment was applied to the Keel model for 

superparamagnetism and the relaxation time was calculated. A compari¬ 

son with the published results was made. It was shown that the fluctua¬ 

tions due to magnetostriction are too small to account for the dissi¬ 

pation mechanism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that a particle of ferromagnetic material, if its 

size is sufficiently small, has a uniform magnetization. The upper 

critical size was estimated by C. Kittel (l) and is of order of 100 X 

in radius for an iron particle. Let the total magnetic moment of the 

particle be M and let it make an angle 9 with an applied field H. In 

thermal equilibrium 9 will be determined by the Boltzmann distribution 

and for a system of such independent spherically symmetric particles 

the total magnetization Mtis given by the familiar Langevin equation 

M^/M = cothx - l/x with x = MH/kT. The situation is quite similar to 

the case of atomic paramagnetism. The difference lies in the enormous 

k 5 
magnitude of M which is of the order of 10 -10 BohF magnetons. 

For a single-domain particle there exists a crystal anisotropy 

energy (let it be uniaxial) KVsin^ 9 (K:constant, V: volume of the par¬ 

ticle, 9: angle between M and easy direction) and the total energy is 

given by E = M.H. cos 9 + KV sin^ 9 (H // easy direction). This time 

9 follows a different distribution and can no longer be expressed by 

the Langevin function but takes a more complicated form. 

E has a maximum near 9 -11/2 and two minima near 9 = 0,75 for not 

too large a field compared with K/M. On displacement of equilibrium by 

application or removal of a field, M goes from one energy valley to 

another between which there is a potential barrier of the order of KV. 

This excess energy must be supplied by thermal activation. In this 

case M. changes according to (?) 

«t - He + Qb. - exp (
-%/l > 

where 
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: initial equilibrium magnetization before displace¬ 

ment 

Mg " final equilibrium magnetization after displace¬ 

ment 

t : time measured from displacement 

This relaxation! time \ is given by 1= fQ exp (-KV/kT). Bean and 

Livingston take fQ ~ 10^ sec the reason f or which is not entirely obvious (?). 

According as the experimental times are smaller or larger than the re¬ 

laxation time, the system of particles exhibit remanence or reaches 

thermal equilibrium. This transition is quite sensitive to the particle 

size to temperature of measurement ratio and from the standpoint of ex¬ 

periment the critical size can be well defined for each temperature of 

measurement. In other words, there exists for a certain size, a particu¬ 

lar temperature above which the system behaves paramagnetically. A 

rough estimation gives for this temperature T^ (blocking temperature) 

KV/kTb~ 25. 

A more accurate calculation of the pre-exponential factor fQ was 

first done by L. M. Neel (3) in his attempt to explain some peculiar 

behavior of rock-magnetism. This derivation was criticized by W. F. 

Brown (4), who gave a different result later. The former is based on a 

particular model while the latter is completely free from any particu¬ 

lar mechanism. Although it was shown (4) that these two yield practi¬ 

cally the same numerical order of magnitude for the relaxation time, 

the interrelation is not apparent because of the difference in the deri¬ 

vation. 

Our interest is, therefore, to see what result the N^el model will 

give when the Brown analysis is applied to it. It turns out that the 
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problem is essentially to specify a dissipation coefficient in the 

Brown formula. 
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2. Statement of the Problem. 

Take a spherical ferromagnetic particle immersed in a non-magnetic 

matrix. Its free energy per unit volume is given by (5) 

- - H-M tKCM)-lG* MAM ,01, ~ ™ ^ /vj' (2.1) 

where H: external magnetic field 

M: magnetization vector , Mg: its magnitude 

K(M): crystal anisotropy energy 

A: strain tensor 

G: elastic shear modulus 

)\j: magnetostrictive constant 

We define the effective field acting on the system by 

~ + V^/nH (2.2) 

This is determined as follows (6). In equilibrium F(M) takes a minimum. 

Therefore, for M M +^M 
/v A/ 

E =o 
Since = constant, M-&M =0. In other words, H „„// M. This means 

that the torque acting on tne system is zero and surely represents an 

equilibrium condition. The sign of Hgff is chosen so that it the 

same as that of external field. This definition leaves some arbitrari¬ 

ness in by a quantity proportional to M. But this does not influ¬ 

ence the result because in the equation of motion for M (^*3) the vector 
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product operation of the right hand side automatically removes this am¬ 

biguity. The importance of the effective field was first pointed out 

by C. Kittel (7),(8) in his interpretation of ferromagnetic resonance. 

On defining this effective field it is implicitly assumed, that the lo¬ 

cal bending of M can be neglected. In order to discuss the dynamic be¬ 

havior of M, we have room to add to (2.2) a dissipation tern of the 

form -V£# dM/dt (t: time) without which the energy transfer between the 

system, and the surroundings is impossible. Thus, 

by Debye waves so that the second term of the right hand side is a 

of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem which relates the correlation 

function of the random field with a dissipation force (9),(10),(ll). 

So long as the response time of the system is small compared with the 

correlation time of the random field, this theorem is reduced to the 

conventional Brownian motion treatment. We assume this to be our case. 

Then the theorem states, 

- Hp.t + VUM/™ - %* (2.3) 

The assumption of the w4el model is that the strains are caused 

random variable. In order to specify the magnitude of we make use 

where k: Boltzmann constant 

T: absolute temperature 

v: volume of the particle 

function 
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The choice of the form of the right hand side is by analogy to the 

Brownian motion case. Thus we have only to calculate the left hand 

side to determine 

3. Specification of the Apparent Dissipation Constant. 

We start with the Fourier analysis of the strain field. Imagine 

a plane wave of strain with a wave vector k, advancing in the direction 
A/ 

(l,m,n). The strains caused thereby are (12) 

(3-1) 

where (u,v,w) is a displacement vector and the dot denotes differentia¬ 

tion with respect to time, c Ls the velocity of sound waves. The e^^ 

are functions of the time and position of the system we are interested 

in. Further, 

(3.2) 

where : density of the particle in the unstrained state 

E(k): total energy per unit volume due to this wave 
/V 

We eliminate (u,v,w) from (3*1) and (3-2) by taking the time aver¬ 

ages of the quantities e^ *eki* They are (cf. antrndix 
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<C\l • £\/X\/ - c )" oft*hfaffi B(U) 

<*ll' ^\\/ ~ '/pfz (l- llvy /*UM9 ) /vi^ t(W) 

^ = Vp (^ c^2/?- E C W 

*\ &$/W - ///“PC
1
 * O- Ltityiitfl*' Ij'tm^d~(M^BM 

^ ^1 ' ?1>//W - ^pcl ^ U whf2 tj^ AfWtP 

^ K\£ \ ^ C I- l/'J^svv?v^p ufo\p A? E(te) 

U^Vjj) fouK^ BiV) 

^ --Vp(^ fsvi/^E^WJ 

^ fyV 'Xav' - ^Vp(2 U)/ ^ 1$M $ Co£& \:L\z) 

(3.3) 

where $.8- are polar coordinates of the vector k defined hy 

(l,m,n) = (cosVj) sin , sin ^ sin $*, cos/(E ) 

We have neglected contributions from longitudinal waves which are small 

compared with those from transverse waves (6:100). Twenty-one ways of 
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combination of/e...evl\ are possible nine of which average to zero, 

so only the non-zero averages are given in (3*3)• 

The number of modes of lattice waves with wave vectors lying be¬ 

tween k and k + d^is (13) 

l/(2-ff-)3 .cU^ dk2 dk3 k = (kx, k2, k3) (3.^) 

and each mode has an average energy 

W \\ U)  
3 ?yy>(w/W)-i 

(3-5) 

where \\ : Dirac constant 

t\) : Frequency defined by k =^/c 

Contributions from various waves are obtained by replacing E(k) 

m (3*3) by (3.5) times (3-^' and integrating over all possible k. 
<v 

The correlation functions of ejV at point r^, times 1, and e^!p 

at point r2, time 2 are given by Wiener-Kinchine's theorem (6),(7) for 

the 3-dimensional case 

< ^ u* fit 

(3.6) 

where r = (X^ X2, = r± - % , t = ti " t
2 

Simplifications of (3*6) are as fellows. We note from (3-3) that 

^.eij*ekl^av are made of terms sin^jeos^11 d-i m,n = 0,1,2). Let’s re 

strict ourselves to the case m = 1, n = 2. Let 



k/X It: V Y* t^vp (Al/ 

:= \<Y" teVKV^ AtVW ^ fVM 2^ 

^ kr (Aifrur^ 

Integration of (3*6) with respect to^|) is 

1 ' tew2'iAk\tr>(\ oteVsXi> tew $* 

- ^3^3^ uy^Wr (#r(y-C?))/ 
-f'KfrSkYAJb(\p*&)H MWX'J 

° *uh2t? 

We may drop the second term which integrates to zero with respect to 

Using Gegeribauer's integral (l4), 

(3-7) 

We may leave only the lowest order Bessel function for the same reason 

as we did above. Similarly, 
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rn = 0 
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1 

2 

2 

2 

n = 0 

1 

2 

0 

1 

2 

0 

1 

2 

I = 120 

ko 

20 

60 

?h 

12 

45 

15 

9 

(in relative units) 

Using (3*3) and (3*8)# we get for (3*6) 

/,(l),(f)v . /edl(2X 
111± /av - ^ 22 22 / 

(3.8) 

av 
= /e(l)e(2\ <^e .e > 

/e(l)e(2)\ _ y (1) (2) 
^ 12'e12 /av " \ e2Ve23/( 12' "12 Xv " ^ u23' "23 /av 

(DJsK _ . (1) f2) 

33 33 /av 16 

<e3re3^av =1? (3-9) 

dL(2X /= /e^V2S - / eWel2\ --P 
^ 11 22 /av <• 22 33 ^av _ ' e33 11 /av " H 

Next we go to the polar coordinate {<(, 9, l), and resolve H. 
fandom 

into $ - and 9 - components. A geometrical consideration gives the 

following relations for the direction cosines. 

✓ x * 
l 

9 |YVV<^ (/k9 
dp 0 Wr<P 0 
V* ^ uhlp rYW9 \X\A*Q 

The inverse T ^ of the above matrix T is 

/ 

\ 

cy&9 

O 

}Y\A*)p \XV*9 

lAs 9 

,-i 
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Noting that the transformed M takes the form ( 0, 0, l), the required 

quantities are determined from 

TAM = TAT'1. TM - TAT'1. (0, 0, l)* A = (e^), transoos^d 

where we have skipped the averaging operation over the volume and the 

proportional constant 6 Gfr . They are 

, . 
H-(t) ... 0 -component 

= €\/ IM«0 IA9 unfit + ?i-j 
+ fcufy lAQts^Q Jr Paj c*<f> C (A2© - ^Ue) 

' IA9 -f i*r<$> W0i*0 

HgCt) ...<^ -component 

- - 1*0*0 + 

•+ foivfy u»4> fowp - 

* c^rf? 

(3-10) 

Strictly speeding, <f. 9 are functions of strains. But if the mag¬ 

nitude of the random field is sufficiently small, M will undergo pre¬ 

cession the angular velocity of which is determined hy H ., to a first 
pot 

approximation. Further, if the response time of the system is large, 

M will stay at a fixed position during a time interval of the order of 

correlation time of the strain field. We assume so. Under this ap¬ 

proximation, the correlation functions of the random field are hy mak¬ 

ing use of (3*8) and (3.10) 

MM' ^H1(t).HL(t+f )> 

^ Hg(t) .Hg(t+‘f )> 

<EL(t).H2(t+f )> 

^(tJ.H^t+t )> 

av 

av 

av 

= /&UU2)\ 
^ ,ei? >av 

. CD (2) 
= \ ®L? ,eL2 ^>av 

0 

0 (3.11) 
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These are independent of the direction of M as they should he. 

The final correlation function of the random field is obtained by 

averaging (3*11) with respect to the volume of the particle, accord¬ 

ing to (2.2). Changing the variables r^ 1)0 r^-r^ = r, collecting 

all the factors hitherto neglected, 

^ WyMi/n** OOVf (jt*t 
I tL(H 

vary)* 

I:standard dyad (3-12) 

This integration is elementary(l5) so long as we replace ^ ^/j^-pby in¬ 

finity (zero point energy neglected)♦ This does not necessarily mean 

that we limit ourselves to low temperature. First, the Debye tempera¬ 

tures 0) of iron and nickel are comparatively large: b6j, 456°K, 

respectively. The Curie temperature of nickel is of this order, though 

for iron it is larger. As long as we are interested in the tempera¬ 

ture range in which the magnetization remains constant, temperature 

cannot be too large. Thus 0.5^ \ <0<) . Second, as k gets larger 

the contribution to the integral becomes small because the trigonome¬ 

tric factor in oscillates and the exponential factor in the de¬ 

nominator becomes large. Therefore, the error introduced will not be 

serious. Then (3*12) is 
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°° I 

0 " 

o( ; V<f^ / fi;^.Y/f , iM-£, 2*eft& 

v 1 e;„i '- 'Sr* vV e*"1- e**J 4>>J 

with 

Using 

oO 

I Diwlf^ 
e*-i l t/ J 

The calculation is straightforward. 

It turns out that according as '(^r/c, this is s^O or l/2.^KT* That is, 

when ^.H(t).H(t+'t )^av 
is regarded as a function of { , the main con¬ 

tribution comes from a narrow range of the order of r/c. We introduce 

Dirac function gUffJso that the area bounded by ^H(t).H(tJ-f )^>&v and 

{ -axis be written as 2kT/v. ). After all, 

V) /A/* l r* Cb) )/^v
r V

L*1) (X) 
V 

with %*, M . &V V 
5 'fa-g ^ 

(3.12) 



4. Calculation of Relaxation Time Constant. 

The following approach is due to W. F. Brown (4). Assume we have 

an ensemble composed of independent systems similar to the one we have 

had in mind. The state of the ensemble is specified "by the distribution 

of points over the surface of a unit sphere in the phase space, each 

point corresponding to a system. The conservation of the number of 

particles requires 

(4.1) 

where p: density of points 

J: flux of points , in phase space 

Further, 

l “ > Z m ^M
s (^-

2) 

v: velocity of points 

M is supposed to be governed by Gilbert's equation (17) 

^ : gyroscopic const. 

1/^ .dM/dt = MX (Hpot- V^dM/dt) (4-3) 

: dissipation const. 

Instead of talcing into account explicitly the random field in (4.3) add 

a diffusional term something like -k' gradjp to J (19). Thus we get 

from (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) 
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where h' = ——k  , g' = l/M Y .   

ty * 5? 8 Vji + V£4M£ 

k' is determined so that approach^he Boltzmann distribution in the 

limit t -^oQ • For the potential 

V(9) = K(M) = l/2.MgHcsin
2© , H » external field = 0 (I4-.5) 

(4.10 becomes 

(b.6) 

assuming that is independent of <t> . 

(4.6) does not allow of an analytical solution, but variational 

methods yield for the minimum p such that ^ Ub) - ^ Ct> -oO~) +" AW£?j0 ^ 

ft- 
u / 2VcMw 

(M) 

For our model must be replaced by 

"Oting \/y ^ 

9 4* 

* , and the corresponding p is, 

1\ Mskiy 

(4.8) 
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For comparison's sake we quote Neel's result 

& 
-Wt MMI 

(1.9) 
D : demagnetization factor 
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5» Discussion. 

Let's check the validity of the assumption we made in deriving 

(3*H)• We neglected the correlation of 0, 9 with Debye waves. This 

is justified if, 

while the right hand side of (5.1) is (neglecting the random field) 

Thus we see that (5*1) holds approximately in our case, however, is 

liable to break for larger r, and Hc. Then we have to abandom the 

white spectrum assumption on Under the same approximation 

^random fo^-ows a Gaussian distribution (18), (19). 

One of the conspicuous differences between (4.8) and (4.7) or 

(4.9) is that p^^ or is a function of v/T while pg is not. The ex¬ 

istence of the factor r/c is similar to the usual Brownian motion case, 

though the physical meaning is entirely different. This factor re¬ 

duces the magnitude of our dissipation constant enormously. That is, 

for G * 0.77 x 1012 dynes/cm2, Mg = 1700 0e, ^/= 2x10"
5 

1/n) “ l/( Y
H
C
COS 0

) ^1/ (1.76X10
7
X10

3
)= 5.7xlO"10 sec. 

(5.2) 

On the other hand from ferromagnetic resonance experiments is es- 
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However, with all the above differences, the dependence of on 

V/T is not too severely influenced. A numerical comparison between the 

above three formulas yields the following result. 

X N^el 

For an 

Brown 

iron particle 

Present 

(sec) YsV| Q r = 30X r = 100X 

10"1 3-2 3.6 3-2 1.9 7.0 

10 3-9 4.4 4.0 7.6 7.7 

103 4.7 5-1 4.8 7.4 3.? 

105 5-4 5-9 5-5 4.2 4.3 

Figures are v/T ratios in 10” cnr/deg(KeIvin) unit. 

Since the real magnitude of the dissipation coefficient -s not known, 

two cases are given the Brown formula. Further, in our formula we have 

arbitrarily set the particle radius to some value. This effect is not 

serious as can be seen above. The exponential factor is so effective 

that the final result does not reflect the difference conspicuously with 

all the smallness of our dissipation constant. 

The difference in form between (4.8) and (4.9) arises from the 

assumption on the magnitude of the response time. N^el assumed it to 

be small, which we have seen to fail. 

UT> to now we have avoided the discussion on what the microscopic 

meaning of our model is. This is not necessary because where there are 

fluctuations there is a dissipation. It is certain that magnetostric¬ 

tion will contribute to fluctuations. But as we have seen its effect 

is very small. 

Needless to mention, magnetostriction is not the only mechanism 
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conceivable. In a paramagnetic matrix,dipole field fluctuations are 

effective at a long distance and the problem will be a statistical in¬ 

vestigation of Lorentz field. In a diamagnetic material the interaction 
the 

between the conduction electrons and spin comes into effect. 

In both cases the problem does not allow of a simple classical 

description. Probably fieId-theoretic techniques combined with quantum 

statistical mechanics, especially Green function method, will afford a 

satisfactory approach. This is because the problem necessitates a 

collective motion treatment. 

It may be possible that the reversal of the magnetization vector 

might take place in a non-coherent way in which case the activation 

energy can be small (22), contrary to the assumption we have made. 

In view of the present lack of knowledge on the magnetic trans¬ 

port phenomena it is of vital importance to investigate this problem 

further. It is hoped that the proposed method, when applied to a 

reasonable model, will help clarify the problem (20),(2l). 
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6. Conclusion. 

It was shown that magnetostriction makes only a small contribution 

to the spontaneous fluctuations of magnetization vector, and that the 

N^el model when the Brown analysis is applied to it yields a different 

result from the one derived in a intuitive manner and the cause was 

pointed out. Also another approach was suggested. 
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APPENDIX 

Let 

fciwlplviwV, Lkfr) 
' ^ , 

In an isotropic solid there is one longitudinal wave (its polarization 

vector pn) and two transverse waves (p„, p_) for a fixed k. In the 
X d j ~ 

<W 1\t\4 

former 

As to the latter, div (u,v,w) = 0 is not sufficient to determine p^ and 

p^. However, since what matters in the final analysis is the averaged 

absolute value of amplitude of each wave, we take for convenience* sake 

$ = (< V?') C'W - M»sp. 0) -• + * 

V} = C ft') - utekt, )—fit 

Further put 

(u^ vl,° = ^iAXj.1 V^: displacement vector 

Let's take ' ^n.lt as an example. From the definition 

*u-e» = twi $ rv\</J/cl t ] 
cp = C: velocity of longitudinal waves 

c^ : velocity of transverse waves 

Using 

\ = <'v/>«y * E(w/p 

and neglecting the first term (it can he shown that the contribution 



from this is LcVa7 ~ l/20 part of the succeeding terms), 

<£ r V|) ( - ^l4iVj) t/}*^ -Y ^\/w^ 

The remaining combinations of e„ can be dealt with in the similar manner. 


